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The Humanity Awareness Handbooks
This is the �rst in a series of handbooks to help people people understand and live the principles
that de�ne the worldview of Humanity Awareness. Each handbook provides links to resources that
support these principles.

Here is a list of Humanity Awareness handbooks that are available for download:

1. Overview of Humanity Awareness
2. Living Humanity Awareness as a Parent
3. Living Humanity Awareness as a School Teacher
4. Living Humanity Awareness as a Teenager
5. Living Humanity Awareness as a Young Adult
6. Living Humanity Awareness as a Mature Adult
7. Living Humanity Awareness as a Change Agent
8. Living Humanity Awareness as a Leadership Trainer
9. Living Humanity Awareness as a Personal Coach

10. Living Humanity Awareness as a City O�cial
11. Living Humanity Awareness as a Business Leader
12. Living Humanity Awareness as a Political Leader
13. Living Humanity Awareness as a Steward of Wealth
14. Living the Cosmology of Humanity Awareness 
15. Living Humanity Awareness in the Arts

These handbooks can be found on the Humanity Awareness Initiative website. In addition to
downloading this handbook, you may also be interested in reading the handbooks that refer to
your stage of development - teenager, young adult, mature adult etc., and the roles you play in life -
parent, teacher, business leader etc.

For more information go to the .HAI website

https://www.humanityawarenessinitiative.org/
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Around 10,000 to 15,000 years ago, all human societies operated from the worldview of Clan
Awareness. We can still �nd people living with this worldview in some of the most isolated parts of
the world, such as the Amazon rainforest. We �nd people living from the worldview of Tribe
Awareness in Africa, Asia and in parts of North America. We �nd people living from the worldview
of State Awareness in countries that are governed by authoritarian regimes such as China, North
Korea and in some the nations of the Middle East. 

The Humanity Awareness Initiative is a global education and training initiative designed to support
human society in moving to a new worldview. Over the past 15,000 years Homo sapiens has
evolved through six worldviews. Each worldview was precipitated by changes in human living
conditions that triggered new stages of collective human psychological development and higher
levels of wellbeing for more people. The following diagram shows the historical evolution of
worldviews. The worldview of Humanity Awareness, which is now emerging, represents the
seventh worldview.

1. What is the Humanity Awareness Initiative?

You can put any text here

 Here is a short video explaining the background to the Humanity Awareness Initiative.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PN9SsSS_xB0&t=249s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PN9SsSS_xB0&t=13s
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2. Why do we need a new worldview?
We have reached the point in our human evolution where we must expand our sense of identity
(level of consciousness). We must learn to collaborate at an international level to save our species
from extinction. We cannot solve the problems of global pandemics, climate change, ethnic and
�nancial inequalities, environmental sustainability, and international crime, unless we can expand
our sense of identity to include every living soul. 

The emergence of a new worldview occurs when the limitations of the old worldview become
oppressive to a critical mass of people, preventing them from evolving to a new stage of 
psychological development. The most signi�cant improvements in human living conditions that
accompanied each shift to a new worldview are shown in the next diagram.

Therefore the main focus of the HAI education and training programs is on the inner curriculum for
human wellbeing – helping us to understand how our minds operate and how to master and
regulate our inner motivations. 

We must encourage our leaders to act together for the global common good and we must
individually and collectively strive to become the best for the world, rather than the best in the
world. Our survival as a species depends on the collaboration of all peoples and all nations.

We tend to �nd people living from the worldview of Wealth Awareness in the Protestant nations of
Northern Europe. And, we �nd people living from the worldview of People Awareness in the Nordic
nations and in nations that embrace the concept of social democracy. Currently, there are no
nations living from the worldview of Humanity Awareness, but there are nations operating from
People Awareness adopting policies that align with the worldview of Humanity  

We �nd people living from the worldview of Nation Awareness in some of the European countries,
and former European colonies, especially where Catholicism is the dominant cosmology. 

In the worldview of Humanity Awareness, we recognize that:

 We are all members of the human race - we identify with humanity
 Improving psychological welfare is just as important as improving social welfare
 People at different stages of human development have different needs
 Our education systems should focus on the development of the whole child
 We should participate in lifelong learning
 We should chart our progress through measures of human wellbeing 

To arrive at this new worldview, we need to move to a new stage of personal development. We
must create the conditions that allow every person on the planet to attain the Self-actualization
stage of psychological development. 

The fundamental objective of the Humanity Awareness Initiative is to create a critical mass of people
living at the self-actualizing stage of human development. 
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Note: 

 

The differences between the three levels of State Awareness re�ect the degree to which the
worldview of Tribe Awareness is dominant in the nation. Tribe Awareness is least dominant in
nations operating from the worldview of State Awareness 1 and most dominant in nations
operating from the worldview of State Awareness 3.

The HAI education and training programs also inform people about the outer curriculum for
human wellbeing – helping us to understand and take action on the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals. As we make progress on the inner curriculum, we will accelerate our progress
on the outer curriculum. The HAI education and training program is a country-focused, multi-
generational project, lasting several decades.
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3. The Seven stages of human development
The following diagram shows the link between the stages of human development and worldviews.
The Self-actualization stage corresponds to the �fth stage of  personal development and the
seventh worldview (the third, fourth and �fth worldviews correspond to different aspects of the
Differentiating stage of development.) For more information on the Stages of Human
Development .click this link

There are seven nations operating from the worldview of Wealth Awareness - Austria, Canada, The
Netherlands, Ireland, Australia, Germany and the UK. These are nations where there is a critical
mass of people operating from the higher levels of the Differentiating stage of development. 

Currently, there are seven nations operating from the worldview of People Awareness - Denmark,
Norway, Finland, Switzerland, Sweden, New Zealand and Iceland. These are the nations where
there is a critical mass of people operating from the Individuating stage of development. For
information on Stages of Societal Development (worldviews) . click this link

There are around 18 nations operating from the worldview of Nation Awareness. These include
Japan, Belgium, Singapore, France, Portugal, Spain and the United States. 

There are around 18 nations operating from the highest level of State Awareness. These include
Poland, Hong Kong, Chile, Hungary, Greece, Romania, UAE and Israel. 

https://www.humanityawarenessinitiative.org/human-development/human-development
https://www.humanityawarenessinitiative.org/worldviews-2/worldviews
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During the �rst three stages of development, we mostly use our instincts, subconscious beliefs,
and conscious beliefs to make sense of what is happening around us and how to make decisions
that allow us to get our needs met. During the later stages of psychological development, we shift
into values, intuition, and inspiration-based decision-making.

The critical shift is from beliefs to values. The main difference between belief-based decision-
making and values-based decision-making is that beliefs tend to separate people, whereas values
tend to unite people. The key questions we must ask when we shift to values-based decision-
making are, "What is important to me at this stage of my life?" and "What are my most important
needs?

The most important values to integrate into your life at the self-actualization stage of development
are: authenticity, integrity, fairness, openness, creativity, trust and transparency. 

1. Living a conscious life
2. Living a values-driven life
3. Living a purposeful life

Beliefs tend to separate people, values tend to unite people.

These principles help us to experience a holistic sense of wellbeing at the individual and the
societal level.

It is much easier for groups of people from different ethnic backgrounds or religions to agree on a
common set of values than to agree on a common set of beliefs. It is therefore vitally important
that we teach our children to explore their values and make values-based decisions as soon as
possible in their lives.

Living a values-driven life

In a volatile, rapidly changing world, like the world we now live in, you cannot rely on information
from the past (beliefs) to make decisions about your future. You need a decision-making
mechanism that anchors you to what is important in your heart. 

As we grow and develop through the stages of development, we naturally include and transcend
six modes of decision-making – instincts, subconscious beliefs, conscious beliefs, values,
intuition, and inspiration. For more information on the six modes of decision-making click .this link

There are three core principles that correspond to  the self-actualizing stage of development. The
core principles are:

4. The three core principles of the self-actualizing stage of
development 

Living according to your values, enables you to live with integrity and authenticity. For more
information in living a values-driven life click .this link

https://assets.website-files.com/5da907821e9c2c81a986dd1e/60539d46b8e52b82d3598c80_The%20Six%20Modes%20of%20Decision%20Making.pdf
https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/759506?token=285b8548fbc369a201b86de2932c3553&embed_fonts=
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The skills required for becoming conscious can be learned at any age. However, they become
vitally important at the individuating stage of development. We must learn these skills to go
beyond this stage of development. The key questions we must ask to live a conscious life are, Who
am I?, and What do I have to do to consciously evolve?

Most people never get to the individuating stage of development. They tend to conform to the
ideas, norms and beliefs of their family, culture, and society. They try to �t in so they can get their
survival, safety and security needs met. Their sense of self is determined by external validation.
They lead a dependent life and hide their true self from the world. They live their lives
unconsciously according to their parental and cultural conditioning. Developing conscious
awareness is a three-stage process:

The �rst step involves becoming aware of how your beliefs are conditioning your emotions and
feelings; the second step involves choosing to let go, or reframe the thoughts and beliefs that are
the source of your mental suffering. 

To become conscious you have to realize you have a choice about how you feel. You can either
accept your thoughts and beliefs, or you can question them. As you become more aware of how
your beliefs in�uence your actions, your life conditions will change; more importantly, your
relationships will improve. You will begin to experience the joy and contentment of living in
alignment with your true self; you will drop the ego mask (false self) you learned to wear to get
your needs met during the �rst three stages of development.

1. Becoming aware of how your actions and behaviours impact your relationships and the
natural world.

2. Becoming aware of how your thoughts, beliefs and values impact your mental, emotional
and physical health.

3. Caring about the impact your actions and behaviours have on others and the natural world
and caring about the impact your thoughts and beliefs have on your mental, emotional and
physical health

There are three things you need to do to become conscious. First, you must cultivate presence by
connecting to your true self. This is who you really are under the layers of all your conditioning.
Second, you must develop your inner self-witness, also known as the observing self. Lastly you
must choose to let go or reframe beliefs that no longer serve you. Without a sense of presence –
living in the now rather than in the past or the future, you cannot access your inner self-witness
and you will not be able to question your thoughts and beliefs. 

We become conscious when we begin to distinguish our own thoughts, opinions and values from
the group we identify with. We discover who we really are; we become responsible for our lives and
we begin to make choices based on our most deeply held values and motivations. 

Living a conscious life
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You can begin to live a purposeful life at any age. What is important for our collective future as a
species is to teach our children how to self-express, connect and contribute as early as possible in
their lives. Not only will this facilitate their ful�lment, but it will also accelerate the possibility of
creating a world where everyone can thrive.

1. Embrace your self-expression – discover and develop your unique gifts and talents.
2. Connect with others in empathic relationships.
3. Contribute to the wellbeing of others.

You must nurture the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual aspects of your child. You must
help your child to embrace its true self and explore its unique self; you must help your child to
connect with others in empathic relationships; and, you must help your child to contributre to the
wellbeing of others. 

Self-expression - living a purposeful life - becomes vitally important for our wellbeing at the self-
actualizing stage of development. It helps us to give a sense of meaning to our lives. 

Connection becomes vitally important for our wellbeing at the integrating stage of development. It
helps us to build loving relationships. 

Contribution becomes vitally important for our wellbeing at the serving stage of development. It
helps us to �nd our place in society. The key question we must ask to lead a purposeful life is, How
can I use my gifts and talents to make a difference in people's lives? 

At one level, we are all alike; we all have the same human needs and desires. At another level, we
are all different; we all have unique gifts and talents that we want to contribute to the world. To
�nd ful�lment  later in life you must embrace your gifts and talents. They will give a sense of
meaning and purpose to your life.:

Living a purposeful life
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Books

5. The vision of the worldview of Humanity Awareness
The following video provides an overview of the vision of the Humanity Awareness worldview. 

For more information on how the different sectors of society - business, leadership, environment,
governance, health, education, gender, justice, the arts and parenting - will operate in this worldview
follow .this link

You can put any text here

Worldview Dynamics and the Wellbeing of Nations

Articles

Understanding Values, Beliefs and Worldviews

The Future of Education

The Link between Personal and National Wellbeing

Here are some resources to help you deepen your understanding of the worldview of Humanity
Awareness.

Humanity Awareness Rescources

https://www.humanityawarenessinitiative.org/about-hai-2/hai-sectors-intro
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s1MByG165e0&t=6s
https://assets.website-files.com/5da907821e9c2c81a986dd1e/60539ce748079698ac635ada_The%20Future%20of%20Education.pdf

